representations of culture as a dominant cultural determinant. It is this framework that opens a discussion of Mad Men, a series that uses a mid century advertising firm as a filter for a history that is reduced to recirculated images.
In Norman Denzin's discussion of film and postmodernism, he examines how our media culture's embodies neoliberal, postmodern notions of life and self.
According to Denzin, postmodernism "encourages a masculinized culture of Eros, love, desire, femininity, youth and beauty…..and continues to argue that the path to happiness and fulfillment is sexual and lies in the marital, family bond.
" (149) This emphasis on the nuclear family bond coexists with a neoliberal postfeminism that positions itself in an ironic reception of the commodified, sexualized female body seen in advertising and popular culture. Postmodernism and neoliberalism both commodify individual people and "lifestyle choices" encouraged and displayed through individual self-help products and activities that aim to achieve the perfect weight, beauty, fashion, and the appearance of a successful career. (88) In a neoliberal regime, individuals lack social or political class, a position that operates as a high profile frame in contemporary political culture in the United States. This framework operates through a set of assumptions that government is "too big", and that it should not intrude into free markets, or social issues like health care, but that it should control health issues related to women's bodies, and civil rights of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender citizens. This demonstrates the way in which religious thought and social conservatism pervade the individualist mindset of neoliberalism, revealing it to as a system of social control with the aim of producing disciplined workers who do not expect any kind of social safety net, and whose subjectivity accepts social controls of private life that aim at suppressing lifestyles that would complicate the workplace.
While this contradiction seems to undermine the notion of Margaret
Thatcher's famous 1987 comment, "There is no society", it actually operates as part of the dismantling of political classes by deconstructing the idea that women or GLBT citizens can constitute a recognized political or social class needing legal rights or protections, which would have to come from government.
The neoliberal dismantling of social nets has dissolved some of the glue holding together a "middle class" in the United States, which means that a certain type of social subjectivity has been shattered. This leaves individuals responsible for their own welfare, and generally powerless against corporate exploitation. In such a culture, the individual becomes the "entrepreneur of the self". (Foucault 2008, 206 and Dilts 8 . This entrepreneurship surfaces in the transformation of the historically individual mainstream media hero into a neoliberal, postmodern individual whose actions arise from the enhanced separateness from social groups. Mad Men's main protagonist, Don Draper, offers a salient case study for a close examination of this new subjectivity.
The idea of neoliberal subjectivity depends upon a "theory of human capital" that includes everyone's decisions about their activities within a scope of temporal and material conditions. (Dilts 11) This pinpoints the site of the apparent contradictions that produce neoliberal subjectivity. The idea of "neoliberal rationality is rightly understood as a set of "practices of subjection"; however, these practices f subjection actually work as an expression of illusory birth, the local midwife brings the baby to the Whitman household and confronts the father. He and his wife take in the child, but this is no happy ending.
Flashbacks portray grim, almost dickensian scenes of a Depression-era farm life.
Dick suffers through a financially and emotionally impoverished childhood. His father is a harsh and brutal man; his stepmother not much better.
In one childhood flashback, a hobo explains the hobo signs left on the Whitman's' gatepost to young Dick. This wandering figure foreshadows Dick's own wanderings from one identity to another, from one woman to another (to many others), from the bourgeois life of a mid-Century suburbanite to lover of a Greenwich Village bohemian to a swinging sixties urban man married to a much younger woman.
The hobo is a paradigmatic romantic figure of twentieth century literature and also serves as a synecdoche for the failures of capitalism that resulted in the massive Depression of the 1930s. Hoboes are the romantic wanderers, the individuals who choose the open road, constantly in movement, seemingly free from social constraints. They are also the unemployed, the homeless, people for whom society makes no provision, and who society chases from the railway yards and cars, brutally punishing them for infringing on private property. These layers of meaning provide insight into Don as a figure standing between an enduring postmodernity and neoliberalism still active in the first decade of the twenty-first century.
Dick's participation in the Korean War allows him to change his identity.
He and his commanding officer, Don Draper, are alone at a forward combat post.
An artillery barrage kills the officer, damaging his body too much for visual identification. Dick appropriates the dead officer's identity by switching dog tags, and remakes himself on his own, rejecting his birth family. As "Don Draper" he watches from a train as his stepmother, father, and brother meet the coffin. His first wife Betty does not learn of his true past for several years after they marry.
Don also survives several close calls when his adopted name attracts attention from the real Draper's friends. His very success as an ad executive threatens the stability of his assumed identity. When Dick's younger brother sees a photo of Draper in an advertising magazine, he tracks Draper down in New York hoping to reconnect with the older brother he thought he had lost. Don tamps down the emotions this reunion creates, callously rejecting his brother's offer of companionship, and giving him several thousand dollars to go away and never contact him. Don learns later that his hanged himself after this rejection.
Don experiences a brief moment of panic and remorse, but quickly reverts to his smooth, affectless surface.
Draper maintains a secret life underneath his convincing surface persona.
He works hard to deny his connections to society by destroying relations with family and friends. This requires a juggling act of putting family, lovers, wives and friends "in their place" --which is at a distance from him and from each other. He has purchased his life, literally with payoff to his brother and figuratively with his careful building of a bourgeois lifestyle, the illusion of a perfected life. operates in all readings of historical media, the postmodern text differs in that it presents the past merely as a discourse that is equivalent to our mediated placement in the present day. This is especially dangerous for justice, as issues like class and gender structures become only discourse, separated from the experiences of people who experience them as daily conditions of life as is class.
In the case of Mad Men, it becomes easier to accept in a consumer culture discourse where the 1960s are simply one among many equivalent fashion choices.
The doubled representational framework that overlays neoliberal ideas of post-sexism/racism onto the show's depiction of mid-century mores enables viewers to simultaneously disapprove and celebrate the series' sexism and racism. Audiences can enjoy the gender-based humor because we operate from a "superior" framework of interpretation. But enjoyment implies at least some level of acceptance of the assumptions on which gender and racial humor are based, unless we take the easy out by claiming that we are always and everywhere ironic these days. This is the strongest image of Don's shifting identity, his self re-creation that the show has presented in several seasons.
Don's departure from the stage set, where he was playing Megan's supportive husband, for a space defined only by darkness, is only one of a few scenes that overtly reference Don's constructed, commodified identities. In an earlier self-revelatory scene, Don is with Anna Draper in California. He playfully paints a daisy on the wall and "signs" it with his real name. After Anna's death, Don is in the house with his daughter Sally, who asks who "Dick Whitman" is, and Don says "A friend of Anna's". Taken together, these three scenes: the "Kodak" moment, the wall signing, and the proscenium arch visualize Don's process of re-invention, of remaking himself according to his needs at the moment, but always in the service of a neoliberal subjectivity.
CLASS and GLOBALISM
Over the seasons, we watch a wealthy, global, business class develop. 
